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Many cruises of the R.V. CORIOlIS, carriGd out in the equatorial area,
have given evidence of several typical currents according to the meteorological surface conditions. The distributions of the physico-chemical properties confirm the velocity distribution.
The current distribution at 170° E, on each side and at the equator,
is composed of :
_ The Equatorial Current, flowing westward at the surface and which
has two mBin cores at 2 D 30 Sand 2 D 30 N
- The Equatorial Undercurrent, undernecth, flows eastward; it is
divided into two cores :
• the upper one, situated at the bottom of the mixed layer, 100 m
deep, is formed of the same waters as the Equatorial Current; it
is not, of course, in geostrophic balance and seems to be bound
to the surface circulation which is driven by the wind; it flows
westward when the trade winds are replaced by the N.U. Monsoon
• the lOtlf::lr onc, 200 m deep, \'Ii thin the thermocline, is very steady
and in geostrophic balance. Its waters are from different origins
North Equatorial Countercurrent :later, Subtropical South Pacific
~Jater and Coral sea \'later. This core is more or less linked to the
North Equatorial Countorcurrent.
- The Intermediate Equatorial current flow5 ~Iestwcrd balow the undercurrent. It has a sp8~d of about 20 cm/5, a volume transport of the same
order of magnitude as the Equatorial Undercurrent and is associated with
very typical physico-chemical properties.
- On each side of the Intermediate Equatorial Current, at 2°30 Nand
2°30 S, 3r~ found the two deep Gxtensions of the Equatorial Undercurrent,
well developped at that longitude.
During the two "FOe" cruises, the current distribution was not exactly
the sama as observed at 170° E. If in the upper layers the current structure
is bound to the atmospheric conditions by the same mechanism as observed at
170° E, at the level of the Intermediate Equatorial Current the current
distribution is not steady. It seems that during the "FOC 2" cruise, this
current was not present, and on the other hand scoms to be replaced by an
eastward current; nevertheless, this current was still associated to a
minimum oxygen content.
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